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Medic Mike, Emt 2009-12 meet medic mike he s an emt that means he is an emergency medical technician medic mike works on an ambulance and his job is to help people who are hurt filled with bold and colorful
watercolor illustrations medic mike introduces you to his exciting job and to his other important friends such as danny the dispatcher look at pictures of the equipment medic mike uses to do his job also learn about other
important safety issues like wearing a seat belt never playing with matches and having a fire escape plan medic mike emt shows you the importance of 9 1 1 what it s like to ride in an ambulance and how emts help people
Emergency Care 2009 the 11th edition is the most recent in a long line of editions that have provided high quality understandable and technically accurate material to generations of emt students for over 30 years emergency
care has been the book instructors have chosen to prepare their students for the test and the field this edition of emergency care has been thoroughly updated to reflect important changes in science and practice two new
features have also been added that reflect the vital impact emts have on their patients point of view which tells stories of ems care from the patient s perspective and critical decision making which introduces students to real
life decisions they will face on the street
ACLS for EMT-basics 2003 familiarizes the reader with cardiac emergencies and skills used to manage them
EMT-basic Pearls of Wisdom 2006-07 emt basic pearls of wisdom is a collection of rapid fire questions and answers to help students prepare for emt b state national certification and refresher exams consisting of pearls
succinct pieces of knowledge in a question and answer format designed to maximize test scores this title prunes complex concepts down to the simplest kernel emt basic pearls of wisdom is an excellent study guide for emt
basic students studying initial refresher training
EMT: A Tale of Love and Disaster 2021-05-15 brody murphy just graduated with a bs in nursing and has taken a summer job with the fire department as an emt he thought he knew what he wanted out of life but was about
to get some big surprises it wasn t just the heat from fires he had to worry about either there was only one question could he handle the friction that was coming his way or would he combust
Critical Care Transport 2017-03-20 welcome to the gold standard in critical care transport training published in conjunction with the american academy of orthopaedic surgeons aaos and the american college of emergency
physicians acep and endorsed by the university of maryland baltimore county umbc and the international association of flight and critical care providers iafccp critical care transport second edition offers cutting edge content
relevant to any health care provider training in critical care transport authored by leading critical care professionals from across the country critical care transport second edition contains state of the art information on ground
and flight transport that aligns with the latest evidence based medicine and practices content includes information specific to prehospital critical care transport such as flight physiology lab analysis hemodynamic monitoring
and specialized devices such as the intra aortic balloon pump standard topics such as airway management tra
Bird Brother 2022-02-03 to escape the tough streets of southeast washington d c in the late 1980s young rodney stotts would ride the metro to the smithsonian national zoo there the bald eagles and other birds of prey
captured his imagination for the first time in bird brother rodney shares his unlikely journey to becoming a conservationist and one of america s few black master falconers rodney grew up during the crack epidemic with guns
drugs and the threat of incarceration an accepted part of daily life for nearly everyone he knew to rent his own apartment he needed a paycheck something the money from dealing drugs didn t provide for that he took a
position in 1992 with a new nonprofit the earth conservation corps gradually rodney fell in love with the work to restore and conserve the polluted anacostia river that flows through d c as conditions along the river improved he
helped to reintroduce bald eagles to the region and befriended an injured eurasian eagle owl named mr hoots the first of many birds whose respect he would work hard to earn bird brother is a story about pursuing dreams
against all odds and the importance of second chances rodney s life was nearly upended when he was arrested on drug charges in 2002 the jail sentence sharpened his resolve to get out of the hustling life with the fierceness
of the raptors he had admired for so long he began to train to become a master falconer and to develop his own raptor education program and sanctuary rodney s son mike a d c firefighter has also begun his journey to being a
master falconer with his own kids cheering him along the way eye opening witty and moving bird brother is a love letter to the raptors and humans who transformed what rodney thought his life could be it is an unflinching look
at the uphill battle black children face in pursuing stable fulfilling lives a testament to the healing power of nature and a reminder that no matter how much heartbreak we ve endured we still have the capacity to give back to
our communities and follow our wildest dreams
EMT Rescue 2014-04-01 these are the trying true stories of the mobile emergency medical technicians who often are the only thing standing between any one of us and death author pat ivey uses her extensive firsthand
experiences as well as an unflinching eye for drama and detail to bring us the unheard tales of heroism and courage of the emt units she takes us into a hidden world of children in need women seeking shelter from the storm
of abuse and the realities of industrial accidents a simple car crash turns into a herculean effort an epic struggle against the clock and against the odds tragic misfortunes that usually occur silently in everyday america and the
men and women who try to heal these heart pounding predicaments are put reverently on stage in this heroic honest and compassionate compilation of true action adventures
Siege 2019-05-17 last year s battle was just the beginning for the heroes of the horde members after a brief summer break the sophomores return to deacon propriety school romantic squabbles and insecurities kick into high
gear within the group with old friendships on the verge of crumbling the team barely hangs on by a thread but they need to get their act together because the demonic horde remains intent on stealing their superpowers back
even if it means using their friends family and loved ones to do their dirty work can the heroes put their personal issues aside long enough to locate the source of the horde or will petty jealousy tear them apart from the inside
Nancy Caroline's Emergency Care in the Streets, Canadian Edition 2011-03-09 the paramedic association of canada together with the american academy of orthopaedic surgeons and jones and bartlett publishers are
proud to continue dr nancy caroline s legacy by introducing emergency care in the streets canadian edition dr caroline s work transformed ems and the entire paramedic field she created the first national standard curriculum
for paramedic training in the united states she also wrote the first paramedic textbook emergency care in the streets in 2007 we welcomed back emergency care in the streets with the publication of the sixth edition in the
united states now this program has been rewritten and revised by canadian ems experts specifically for canadian paramedics using the national occupational competency profiles
A Family Reunited 2022-11-03 the story a family reunited is about the harsh life living in poverty through the eyes of a young boy his mother and father had been separated for several years a mother that could not afford to
raise four boys on her own sent three of the boys to foster homes the mother kept the youngest boy to raise this is the story of the youngest boy a boy that would discover he had an older brother then discover he had a father
and finally discover he had two more older brothers the story tells of the boys wild exciting and dangerous adventures after the family was reunited living on a farm in the kansas prairies in the early 1960s the life and times
the boy spent with three older brothers causing turmoil and mischief the story tells of the horrible accidents the family endured but also tells about the fun and humorous times the boys had living on a farm on the open kansas
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prairies
Addicted to Life & Death: Memoirs of an EMT & Deputy Coroner 2008-10 when janice ballenger joined a volunteer rescue company she began keeping a journal and clipping news articles about the calls she responded
to now as an emt and deputy coroner she has seen smelled and touched things most people have difficulty just hearing about with the thought of there s nothing worse that i can see she continued her job the nickel mines
amish school shootings in october 2006 changed that when a milk truck driver shot ten amish girls and killed himself read her story as one of the few people who entered the schoolhouse with the bodies inside 286pp masthof
press 2008
For Better or Worse 2024-02-27 jack and melanie tied the knot a joyous and memorable time the reception at wimble hall was a great success as mr and mrs winner s family and friends gathered to celebrate they would
embark on a seven day honeymoon cruise in the caribbean islands making friends and taking advantage of the amenities jem city was thrown into chaos a day after jack and melanie departed for their honeymoon a militia
terrorist organization bombed the jem city federal building and several retail stores located in the downtown area the local and federal agencies immediately responded mr and mrs jack winner returned from their caribbean
cruise only to find themselves linked to detective delayo and leman s investigation the friendly couple they met on the cruise happened to be the leaders behind the terrorist group that destroyed jem city the government
agents assigned jack and company a secret mission their objective was to infiltrate into the terrorist s habitat and obtain as much info as possible starting with suspects martha and keith the owners of the lake cabin rental
then the prime suspects the windhammer s if the plan works jack melanie mike and christy will gather enough intel for the authorities to apprehend the terrorists the question at hand is whether the government forces will be
victorious in taking down the terrorists or if the terrorists will manage to evade the authorities and conquer jem city the story progresses from jack and melanie s wedding to an ocean cruise a police investigation and the risks
jack melanie and their friends took to help the federal agents leading to the final thrilling conclusion
I Am: God's Forgotten Child 2014-03-28 tyler trenton is the product of a childhood devastated by abuse and neglect while fighting the battle between good and evil child and demon he finds solace in a god named elzba
tyler believes that he can achieve the status of a god by doing the bidding of the she god then things turn tragic and the teenaged tyler is faced with the feelings of losing friends in a tragic car accident followed by the
abandonment of elzba these actions send the young mans world spiraling out of control years pass and as tyler becomes an adult he also becomes an expert at killing and disappearing he leaves a trail of bodies and baffles the
police with the pen name he has given himself i am one day things get even stranger for the man and he falls in love although he keeps his life a secret there are things about the young woman that he knows nothing about
their strange relationship is tested when family gets involved and an unwanted friend from the past begins to come after the mans new lover tragedy will befall them but who will die and who will live
Refuge Up in Flames 2022-11-29 their safe place just became a dangerous trap after his daughter breaks her arm and an arsonist stalks their small colorado town widower mike byrne decides to spend christmas at their
mountain cabin but when julia beaumont ginny s reluctant occupational therapist makes a surprise visit just before a snowstorm hits mike is forced to share their refuge only the arsonist is closer than they think and nowhere is
safe least of all the treacherous snow covered rockies new york times bestselling author shirley jump
Eruption 2011-07-14 as the great yellowstone volcanic caldron gets ready to erupt into one of the world s greatest natural mega disasters two strangers are thrown together by fate and calamity then forced to survive michael
duncan a handsome but injured navy seal rescues jenna fellows a glossy lipped career tv anchor and journalist the two have absolutely nothing in common except they both are haunted by demons from their past and hunted
by assassins who want to see each of them dead that is unless nature destroys the pair fi rst as they try to ride out the disaster in a remote but cozy montana mountain cabin
The Downwind Walk 2011-10 the author was a member of the ems fdny in the bronx who was deployed with the federal emergency management association fema usar team at ground zero he went downwind with the usar
team after they set up operations and donned the proper protective clothing and breathing protection their mission was to take a first hand look at that mass casualty incident mci assess the damage and losses and make an
estimation of resources needed to mitigate the incident the reader is invited to take the downwind walk with steve as he recounts the events sights smells and vivid memories of that unforgettable september from eye level at
ground zero in his dusty boots
Isabelle's Choice 2013-01-17 just before her high school graduation isabelle colter lost her best friend fallon hollister in a car accident she wanted to give up and die too with god s help and the love of her family and friends
she knew she had to go on living after graduation she left her boyfriend tracy kelley in laurel montana to pursue her dream of modeling not knowing where it would take her or the challenges she would have to face sophia took
her under her wing and treated her like the daughter she lost several years ago not only did she give isabelle a job but gave her a safe place to live isabelle fell deeply in love only to be left alone with heartache and tears she
needed her family but they were so far away she wondered if she made the right choice when she decided to accept the job in italy is there happiness in isabelle s future can she let herself fall in love again or can she get past
all the heartache she has been through only time will tell
Wind on the Sounds 2023-04-03 a heartwarming tale of a woman with a difficult past and fears who steps outside her comfort zone into one of the toughest yacht races in north america when rebecca dunbar agreed to join the
land crew for the van isle 360 yacht race she never dreamt that she d be a last minute replacement on a racing crew after all she barely knew port from starboard never mind how to actually sail but fate intervened and now
this quiet history professor must learn how to fit into an experienced sailing crew during one of the most challenging races in north america the only novice on the gallivant s seven member crew rebecca discovers a racing
world with gale force winds and rough seas as well as gentle sailing past the wondrous natural beauty of vancouver island as the gallivant s captain pushes them to beat some of the world s fastest boats a freak accident
leaves rebecca fighting for her life will she stop carrying secrets that weighed her down for years
The Plague 2022-02-17 a worldwide plague kills almost a billion people across the globe in an instant this sets off a chain of events that was foretold thousands of years ago but there are very few who draw the connection
between the prophecies of the past and the events of the day the ones who do realize that the next seven years are going to be the hardest years of their lives this is their story
Owl Eyes 2018-12-07 what the heck are we doin in the yukon we re lab rats not explorers marty relson three american scientists mike mccord his wife donna and their business partner marty relson team up to search for the
dietary ingredient that produces world class trophy moose in the yukon territory if they can isolate the protein the synthesized version could be worth millions as a replacement for growth hormones in beef cattle to acquire the
best specimens the trio needed access to a wide variety of native vegetation so mike hired veteran outfitter and guide karl thomas to provide a float trip down the famous caribou river suffering from a recent back injury
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thomas assigned two native brothers little eagle and owl eyes to guide the american scientists for various reasons the young guides did not get along with the three americans we woke up one morning and everything was
gone donna explained they took everything they took the canoes the food they even took our boots then they came back to kill us the trio is forced to kill both native guides which leads to criminal proceedings in the canadian
legal system the younger brother owl eyes has the power of the ancient ones and in the form of an apparition nearly drives marty relson to a mental breakdown as a spirit owl eyes appearances are usually preceded by the
odor of rotting flesh and the temperature dropping to a clammy fifty degrees fahrenheit after several encounters with owl eyes the apparition marty is driven to the point of committing murder thinking he is finally free marty
finds that owl eyes has even greater powers when he stuns marty in the final chapter
Curl Up and Dye 2014-02-04 praise for color me bad this is southern fiction at its absolute best i for one can t wait to visit blessings georgia again sharon s garden of book reviews those were the best days of her life poor
lilyann the local ladies lament she sure is stuck in the past eleven years ago lilyann bronte was the peachy keen queen of blessings georgia the prettiest smartest and most popular girl in town going steady with the star
quarterback a high school career on the fast track to success then randy joe was killed in iraq and somehow lilyann just let herself go to seed ruby mabel jean vera and vesta of the curl up and dye have been itching to give
lilyann a makeover but she knows it would make more than a new hairstyle for her to get her life back until one fateful day when a handsome stranger roars into town and lilyann has a revelation maybe the best is yet to come
praise for sharon sala sharon sala is one of those gifted writers able to touch your heart night owl reviews sala has a rare ability to bring powerful stories to life rt book reviews ms sala s characters are so well created i could
tear myself apart long and short reviews
Bodies of Work 2021-02-13 george martin and mike foster have been best friends since childhood but recent events have brought them even closer together mike has moved into george s house now that george s unfaithful
boyfriend has been kicked out it puts mike in a pinch because he s always loved george maybe more than a best friend should george doesn t suspect mike s feelings being wrapped up in his job as the youngest lieutenant in
the jacksonville sheriff s office and investigating a series of murders but it will all come to a head when george is stalked by a psycho and mike steps in front of a bullet meant for george george then realizes there s much more
to their relationship than he thought
Car Oo6 Responding 2011-03-13 a young woman is viciously murdered in queens the killer has left every indication that this will be the first in a long reign of terror detective kate manning is hunting the elusive butcher while
desperately trying to decipher his message following the trail of blood kate will be pushed to her limits as she is drawn into an age old battle that challenges what it means to have faith in god and in man
An Absence of Faith 2015-03-23 dr lawrence titus moreland billionaire psychiatrist is also the dark web s notorious assassin for hire angel eyes while he negotiates with a new client his wife dr patricia moreland hires gillian
douglas lorraine king to kill her husband in return for fifty million dollars apiece and forty percent of the business in london the newly appointed ambassador to the usa is unwittingly negotiating for her husband s death with
angel eyes the morelands hated uk rival billionaire rupert anderson browning has swindled them out of several multi billion dollar real estate contracts browning does business with a porn producer and human trafficker the
former porn actress lindsay sweet thayer there are multiple targets multiple agendas in play and the brilliant gillian douglas must battle the british government and their security services defeat all including patricia moreland
GILLIAN DOUGLAS: LONDON CALLING 2018-10-28 arizona ari macgregor was relaxing on a blanket by her favorite mountain pool when a shadow fell across her face she opened her eyes expecting to see josh she looked
up into the face of a loathsome stranger standing over her get away from me you creep she screamed at him he bent down and grabbed her he reeked of sweat and whiskey as he put his face close to hers leeringly grinning at
her my creepy hands are gonna be all over your sweet little body girlie so relax and enjoy it he straddled her waist and held her hands in one of his as he fumbled with the zipper of his jeans he then ripped aris bikini top off
and his weight crashed down on her crushing the breath out of her as she screams and struggles to get free she fears this vile attack will be the end of all her dreams oh god josh where are you please hurry
Journal of the Assembly, Legislature of the State of California 2011 emergency and the white crystal is a thriller that builds up chapter after chapter to the final end the book shows how sometimes we are not safe by just calling
nine one one many real heroes put their lives on the line in the police fire and ems the main character jack winner just graduated from emergency medical technicians training school he is ready for the real world in the ems
jack lives alone in a second floor apartment above elenora dunn a sweet old woman his girlfriend melanie straight has been a longtime partner and lover since high school her mother deidra straight is the emergency room
head nurse at the jem city general hospital her father john works in a warehouse down by the waterfront docks jack and melanie s nights out for fun are few but they manage to enjoy their times at alley burger restaurant jack
starts his new job the following day as an emt on the city ambulances he meets his co workers first roy the dispatcher his new partner mike zaber and captain jim hawker their operational manager jack breaks into the ems as
he learns more and more about life and death jack and mike became a tight crew and one of the best in the city for saving lives one day an illegal drug lab blew up in a horrific chemical explosion causing a deadly warehouse
fire killing the cooks who manufactured meth amphetamines street named white crystal frankie and lasalle sabelly brothers who oversaw the cartel operation blamed the ems people for not saving their people s lives they
claimed restitution against the law and ems jack and mike happened to be number one on the mob hit list at the safe house the east coast cartel mobsters had a meeting to scheme and plan their hits jack and melanie s
futures were put on hold as the couple fell as helpless victims to the cartel they were kidnapped and ransomed for a huge sum of money or death would be inevitable detective glen delayo and detective brian leman jem cities
finest were put into action to solve this problem the city was in total turmoil and fear over the mob s claim of retaliation against the authorities the question was who would be next on the mob s list
Arizona Macgregor 2006-08-28 kate along with m j her fashion challenged paralegal and sam her obsessive compulsive investigator are off and running on another investigation with more twists and turns than a tilt a whirl
she is joined by an interesting cast of characters many of whom have appeared in previous novels in the kate williams mystery series after discovering a headless body in a phoenix cemetery kate and her colleagues are
shocked to discover that its a well respected county attorney in how to succeed without dying kate undertakes the representation of the alleged murderer of mitchell alvarez deputy county attorney hints at alvarez s
involvement in the activities of a mexican cartel bring kate and her staff into contact with the dangerous world of drugs and violence as usual the action is fast moving and at times hysterical
Emergency and the White Crystal 2023-12-08 jack lafoot continues his life adventures with shelly straight his significant other the number one priority was to prepare for their wedding in october besides the wedding shelly
graduates college in may from jem city university after the ceremony that night jack and emily shelly s mother conjure up a huge surprise party with all her friends and family at their favorite nightspot shelly was quite
surprised and overwhelmed jack lives for his job in the ems with mike his emt ambulance partner they became a well oiled machine saving lives some heroic and other times just another day in the ems meanwhile gangs from
the jem city projects act up causing major disturbances around the city brutal games on the basketball courts for money and power take place a particular gang led by a notorious leader went to extremes for cold hard cash
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their hardcore robberies and murders brought in the jem city police homicide detectives dan demarco and brian leman they conduct investigations and collect their evidence to fit together the puzzle pieces to apprehend the
felons the duo was hot on the gang s tail one thing led to another as the evil gang hook up with a much stronger more experienced group specializing in complicated heists and prostitution strategically they plan a major
robbery in a bank downtown it was the perfect heist and they would make millions if they pulled it off unfortunately one day jack and shelly while out doing last minute errands for their wedding somehow step into a major
crime in progress will they live to see tomorrow the book will thrill you to the end as chapter after chapter climax to the final conclusion the author joseph d medwar writes another crime thriller jack lafoot adventure story
called h b s big heist
How to Succeed Without Dying 2010-06-15 mike and myra receive a worrisome letter from an old friend suggesting he may be depressed and considering suicide but not at home he plans to go back to the berkshires where he
had nostalgic memories of happy days with the love of his life the duo make the now familiar trip west on the mass pike and connect again with the pittsfield police detectives who have over the years become allies and good
friends unaware that the plot instigating a rash of similar suicides has roots in mike s past history in pittsfield he finds himself more deeply involved and endangered than his planned intervention might warrant
H. B.'s Big Heist 2013-01-11 a choice to cheerish during a cold montana christmas alan cuts down and decorates a christmas tree for himself and his dying grandfather george as his present alan may choose one of eight
keepsakes of his grandfathers yet before he can choose he must read a story george wrote about each keepsake through these stories alan learns the secrets of his grandfather s life the snowflake christmas 1897 ellen pierce
and her brother are determined to reach the alaska gold rush but when ice stalls their steamship all seems lost until buck lewis makes a decision he ll lead all who dare to follow on foot toward dawson city buck is determined
to leave behind a heartbreaking past no amount of ice or weather will stop him but he never counted on a woman joining a dangerous wilderness trek or on falling in love with her as their journey unfolds and christmas
approaches ellen and buck discover that the greatest gift of all can t be wrapped in paper and tied with a bow it comes from and is received in the heart come share in a soul deep romance that gives a joyful reminder of a
redeeming god who makes us each unique yet loves us all the same the angel of bastogne in the tradition of it s a wonderful life and john grisham s skipping christmas newspaper reporter ben raines is a full fledged cynic
trying to bypass what he feels is the least wonderful time of the year christmas but his plan to escape on a dream vacation overseas is foiled when the boss assigns him to write the annual front page
Corrupt Control 2015-11-11 protection officer training manual fifth edition is a guidebook that provides a comprehensive coverage of security practice the book is comprised of 27 chapters that are organized into 10 units the
coverage of the text includes various security procedures such as patrolling traffic management and crowd control security threats are also covered including explosives fire and hazardous substances the book also covers
emergency or high risk situation such as v i p protection crisis intervention and first aid administration the text will be most useful to security trainee and instructors individuals involved in administrative and management
position will also benefit from the book
Joyful Stories 2016-11-01 openly gay honolulu homicide detective kimo kanapa aka is faced with a new murder that comes dangerously close to his personal life about a year and a half has passed since the flames engulfed
waahila ridge state park at the end of mahu fire during that time kimo and fire investigator mike riccardi dated for about six months but with kimo so visible and mike still in the closet the pressures on them increased to the
point where their relationship ended when a fire breaks out at a shopping center kimo s father used to own and a young boy is killed they are forced to work together and to acknowledge that the embers of their relationship
are still hot a lot stands in the way of their getting together once more including mike s identity issues a mysterious man who knows how to exploit kimo s sexual fantasies and a deadly little thing called murder
Protection Officer Training Manual 2016-06-06 new york 2016 natalie abbott offers answers for hurting listeners on her popular radio program but she struggles to connect with her teenagers with her daughter in an unhealthy
relationship and her son uncommunicative and isolated when one member of the family commits an unspeakable act natalie is forced to uncover who she truly is under the façade of her radio persona new york 1776 mercy
howard is shocked when her fiancé nathan hale is arrested and hanged as a spy when she s asked to join the revolutionary spy ring in manhattan she sees an opportunity to avenge nathan s death but keeping her true
loyalties hidden grows increasingly harder as the charming major john andre of the king s army becomes more to her than a target for intelligence mercy s journals comfort natalie from across the centuries as both women
struggle with their own secrets and shame wondering how deep god s mercy extends
Mahu Vice: A Mahu Investigation (Mahu Investigations Book 4) 2023-10-27 at 10 am tom coleman saw a man he knew was dead by 10 pm he was dead and the man walked free when mike airlie former colonel in the
army and vietnam vet arrived at the dorm tom s body was hanging cold from the rafters he wouldn t be the first or last soldier to take his own life after the horrors of nam but something didn t add up as mike picks apart the
clues he realizes that the death is not at all as it seems to complicate matters he also has to fight a pervasive stigma against suicide in the veteran community racing against the clock before the killer strikes again he draws on
all of his law enforcement connections but the deeper he digs the more dangerous it becomes dead men can t murder is the gripping second story in the life of mike airlie and the sequel to murder in old main
The Hidden Side 2018-05-08 my book is based loosely on my life and desire to be a songwriter living in nashville tn while i didn t make it my character ty johnson does but not without meeting adversaries and heartache
along the way ty walks away from a divorce leaving 3 children behind that he loves dearly he has to prove that he can succeed so his children as well as he will be proud of him along the way he finds lasting friendships and
true love yes and success
Dead Men Can't Murder 2017-02-24 freedom was abused and betrayed by every human he came in contact with as a young horse despite his promise to his mother to grow up and become a good horse he distrusted all
humans while harboring the hope he would find his heart human someday nathan was born with autism he was brilliant but lacked the skill to communicate his parents tried many forms of therapy to help their son and couldn t
find one that worked for him he grew up isolated passing his time on a computer learning about things he d never be able to do freedom s owner donated him to a therapeutic riding center nathan s mother got an invitation to
a fundraiser for that center and investigated equine therapy for her son something finally worked for nathan then nathan met freedom and magic happened nathan wanted to ride the tevis cup ride the toughest 100 miles in
one day ride in the world freedom s previous owner conditioned freedom for that ride before she donated him four new friends stepped up to help join the horse with the boy and help them make their dreams come true
Born To Be Somebody 2009-02 she fell from grace before falling for himwhen her husband defrauded the town of hollydale now divorced mom lucie decker went from being the town darling to total pariah now she s launching
a new business and needs ranger caleb spindler s help and her twins adore caleb after all he s a genuine hero even if he is hiding a secret but while lucie s heart has forgotten how to trust it still remembers how to fall in love
Freedom 2019-10-15
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A Ranger for the Twins 2020-10-01
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